
Mobile Integrated Health Committee
Meeting Minutes

December 15, 2022

Attendance:

X Anne Arundel X Prince George’s X DC Matz - SEMSAC Rep

X Baltimore City X Procare X Dr. Chizmar- MIEMSS

X Charles X Queen Annes X PA Burroughs - SEMSAC Rep

X Frederick X Salisbury W. Tiemersma-Chair SEMSAC

Howard X Talbot

Montgomery X Worcester Cecil

.

Call meeting to order at 0900 hours

Roll Call
Additions/Corrections Approval of Minutes -

Motion to approve the minutes by Matt Burgan, Second by Chris Truitt. Motion passed
with unanimous consent.

Old Business
Educational components-

● Education Components: Rachael and Kevin - Google Drive - did not look like all the
presentations had been done.  What was shared on the google drive didn't seem to be
up to date. Needs to be a priority for the new year per Chief Matz.

● Dr Chimar OSP update: January 11, 2023 Protocol meeting Frederick will be proposing
the Bup pilot.

● Congratulations to Zach Yerkie on his promotion. Sergeant Andrew Hughes will be
representing QA moving forward, Zach will still be involved.

● SB 295 Payment for MIH programs, Treatment on scene and State medicaid office is
really the lead on the payment end of things working with the MCO’s.  THe MCO’s have
been reaching out a bit aggressively.  The pathway will be open but will be a rolling
onboarding for those who are working on billing. Queen Anne’s has 13 MCOs that are
being sent to the billing company then if they do not have any issues then it would be
pushed to legal for approval.  It will be a slow and steady approach to finalize.

● Prior Authorization for billing it was discussed that it would should not be a legal
requirement but it would need to be checked in the

● How is Procare handling SB295? Procare is still working on their contract with Anne
Arundle.

● CRISP integration - Jeff is not on the call today, no update. Ticket to CRISP, for Agency
Baltimore County Fire Department. Two days ago there was a reply that there is some
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traction being made that CRISP is trying to work to get it corrected.  Matt Burgan did
forward the reply from CRISP on the ticket to Jeff Huggins.

● Imagetrend: Change request went in to revisit adding the patient notes field so that it is
accessible from the patient record into the EMS run form. Should be on the agenda for
the first meeting in 2023.

New Business

● QA - With Zach having to step down as the Chair it was asked if anyone wanted to chair
the committee. No one spoke up, Kathy Burroughs asked it to be tabled until next
month’s meeting.

● Symposium - The symposiums have seemed repetitive like the last year, even with the
great speakers. Maybe do something a little different without having to reinvent the
wheel. Matt Burgan and Rachael offered to assist. EMS Care submissions Jeff Huggins
would be the contact. Phippin will also help out with the conference.

● Rachel is asking if anyone has any assistance for budget
● Jen had a question in the chat of if an Advanced Provider would include a RN or is it the

NP/PA/Physician? Answer that it is MD, DO, PA, NP
● Matt Burgan - Anyone who has any questions about the Buprenorphine pilot Matt can

set up a Q & A for the submission.  There still could be changes to the protocol because
this has not gone before the protocol committee but pretty confident that there will be
minimal changes.

● MIH Clinician is live on licensure. Adding personnel in the run form in the CH module is
still not working for the new levels for the non-certified (peer recovery, CHW, etc.)

Good of the order
● AACO: None
● Baltimore City: None
● Charles: Writing job descriptions and working on budgets, nothing else to report
● Frederick: None
● PG: Struggling with SB295 MCOs and the process just as everyone. Jurisdictional

officials at the higher level.  There is a turnover of Chiefs then it can be a struggle with
who is getting the information from MCO’s. Salisbury is getting them from the County.

● Dr Chizmar will assist with any new contacts QA, Charles, Salisbury adding Chris Truitt.
For Talbot add Rachael Cox keeping Matt.

● Procare: Access to CRISP officially, learning how to navigate it.
● Salisbury: Steady as it goes
● Talbot: Thanks to SWIFT for the ride along on 2.0. Things are moving along, working on

MOUs and working on adding MIH Clinicians.
● Worcester: No issues
● QA’s: Referrals are not slowing, there will be some lapse with the holidays. Working on a

new vehicle and new clinicians.
● Kathy Burroughs: None
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● Dr Chizmar: None

Next meeting will be January 26, 2023 1300 hours - 1500 hours.

Adjourn
Motion to adjourn by Chris Truitt, second by Kathy Burroughs, Motion Passed.

Meeting adjourned at 1011 hours.

Respectfully submitted by Jessica Thomas, Secretary 1/9/2023


